We propose a method for computing the energy level spacing around classical string solutions in AdS 5 × S 5 . This method is based on the integrable structure of the string and can be applied to an arbitrary classical configuration. Our approach treats in equal footing the bosonic and fermionic excitations and provides an unambiguous prescription for the labeling of the fluctuation frequencies. Finally we revisit the computation of these frequencies for the SU (2) and SL(2) circular strings and compare our results to the existing ones.
Introduction
In this paper we will study the semi-classical quantization of the AdS 5 × S 5 Metsaev-Tseytlin superstring [1] . As a warm-up let us consider a one-dimensional non-relativistic particle in a smooth potential. In terms of the quasi-momenta
the Schrodinger equation for the wave function ψ takes the Riccati form
What do we know about p(x)? It is an analytical function which has, by definition, a pole with residue
at each of the zeros of the wave function. For the N-th excited state we will have N poles. On the other hand, for very excited states, the right hand side in (1) is much larger than and
describes now a two-sheet Riemann surface. What happened was that, as N → ∞, the poles in p(x) started to be denser and denser, condensing in a square root cut. Thus, in the semiclassical limit we retrieve the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization 1 2π
where C encircles the cut. The first integral is precisely the action variable of the classical motion.
To anticipate the forthcoming notation we name such integrals filling fractions. When we consider more degrees of freedom, in particular when we move to higher dimensions, let us say two, the situation is not just a little worse. Indeed, we have no proper generic recipe, except from lattice calculations, to extract the quantum spectrum, or a part of it, of an interacting quantum field theory. However, if we are lucky, it might happen that the theory is integrable. If it is the case, we can identify the action variables, apply the Bohr-Sommerfield condition and find the quasi-classical spectrum of the theory.
For a wide class of two dimensional sigma models this happens to be the case and the procedure is known explicitly. The central object is a collection of quasi-momenta, p i (x), whose derivative defines a many-sheet Riemann surface. These sheets can be connected by several cuts, to each of which we can associate a filling fraction by integrating the quasi-momenta around the cut as in (3) . These are the action variables of the theory. Grosso modo, these filling fractions measure the size of the cut. Finally, when going through these cuts the quasi-momenta can jump by 2πn with n being an integer labeling the cut.
The superstring on AdS 5 × S 5 background falls into this class of theories -the model is known to be classically integrable [2, 3] , the algebraic curve was built [4] , and thus one can expect to quasi-classically quantize the string. In the string language, when we choose which Riemann sheets we connect by a cut we are choosing which string polarization, i.e. which degree of freedom, to excite. The number n and the filling fraction associated to the cut are in strict analogy with the mode number and amplitude of a Fourier mode in a free theory such as the string in flat space [4] .
It is now widely believed that the integral equations describing the quasi-momenta p i (x) are the continuous limit of a system of discrete equations carrying the name of Bethe ansatz equations [5, 6] . As in the example we considered, the quasi-momenta are given by a sum of poles which condense into cuts in the classical limit [7] .
Going back to our simple example, we can see that the existence of such discrete equations is indeed highly natural. For that purpose let us consider a simple harmonic oscillator, V = m ω 2 x 2 2 . From (1) it follows that p(x) = imωx + O(1/x). Since the quasi-momentum is a meromorphic function with N poles on the real axis, it must be given by
Then, from the large x behavior in (1) we read immediately
while from the cancelation of each of the x i poles in the same equation we get
which strongly resembles the equations one finds in the Bethe ansatz context. At this point let us leave this instructive example behind and resume our main discussion. When we expand the superstring action around some classical solution, characterized by some conserved charges, we obtain, for the oscillations, a quadratic lagrangian whose quantization yields, for the semiclassical spectrum,
where we have dropped the zero energy excitation and denoted the number of quanta with energy E A,n by N A,n . The subscript A labels the several possible string polarizations we can excite while the mode number n is the Fourier mode of the quantum fluctuation. In this article we shall address the question of finding this quasi-classical spectrum for the AdS 5 × S 5 superstring using the algebraic curve mentioned above.
Let us explain the idea behind the computation. There are basically two main steps involved. First we construct the curve associated with the classical trajectory around which we want to consider the quantum fluctuations. This will be given by some Riemann surface with some cuts uniting some of the eight sheets. The second step consist of considering the small excitations around this classical solution in the spirit of [8] . In terms of the algebraic curve this consists of adding some microscopic cuts to this macroscopic background. By microscopic cuts we mean some finite number of poles whose residue we know [5, 6, 9] , just like in the simple example (2) . Then, by construction, the energy of the perturbed configuration is quantized as in (5) . We must stress that the knowledge of the residue, of utmost importance, is indeed the only extra input we needed to compute the quasi-classical spectrum.
As an application of this method we compute the fluctuation frequencies around the circular su(2) and sl(2) string. These solutions belong to a family of circular solutions whose quasimomenta we computed explicitly in Appendix A. The frequencies we compute in this way were obtained in [10, 11] and [12, 13] by direct analysis of the fluctuations in the Metsaev-Tseytlin GS superstring action. In the end of section 5 we will propose a precise prescription for the labeling of the fluctuation frequencies and discuss briefly the computation of the 1-loop shift.
Coset Model and Algebraic Curve
In this section we shall review the construction of the algebraic curve of Beisert, Kazakov, Sakai and Zarembo [4] describing the classical motion of the superstring in the target superspace where A and B belong to u(2, 2) and u(4) respectively while the fermionic components are related by C = B while J (0) transforms as a connection. The equations of motion following from (8) are equivalent to the conservation of the Noether current associated with the global left multiplication symmetry
where
For a purely bosonic representative g we can write
where R ∈ SU(4) and Q ∈ SU(2, 2). Then we see that RER T is a good parametrization of
because, by definition, it is invariant under R → RH with H ∈ SP (4). In the same way QEQ T describes the AdS space. Then we can define the embedding coordinates u and v by the simple relations
where Σ S , Σ A are the gamma matrices of SO(6) and SO (4, 2) . By construction these coordinates will automatically satisfy
Then the bosonic part of the action can be expressed in the usual non-linear σ model form
The algebraic curve
As follows from the equations of motion and the flatness condition,
is flat for any complex number x [3] . This is the crucial observation which indicates the model to be (at least classically) integrable. Indeed, we can define the monodromy matrix
where γ is any path starting and ending at some point (σ, τ ) and wrapping the worldsheet cylinder once. Since the flatness of the connection ensures path independence we can choose γ to be the constant τ path. Moreover, placing this loop at some other value of τ just amounts to a similarity transformation of the monodromy matrix. Thus we conclude that the eigenvalues of Ω(x) are time independent. Since they depend on a generic complex number x, we have obtained in this way an infinite number of conserved charges thus assuring integrability. Finally we notice that under periodic SP (2, 2) × SP (4) gauge transformations the monodromy matrix transforms by a simple similarity transformation so that the eigenvalues are also gauge invariant. In the rest of this section we shall review the results of [4] and analyze the analytical properties the quasi-momentap andp defined from the eigenvalues fig. 2 -whose branchpoints are the loci where the eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix become equal. The quasi-momenta can jump by a multiple of 2π at points connected by a cut 5 . For example, for a cut going from the first to the second sheet , we will havê
wherep ± stands for the value of the quasi-momenta immediately above/below the cut. This integer n, together with the filling fraction we shall introduce in next section, label each of the cuts. Generically, we can summarize all equations as
where the indices i and j take values
and we denote p1 ,2,3,4 ≡p 1,2,3,4 , p1 ,2,3,4 ≡p 1,2,3,4 .
In section 4 we will explain why we should consider only these 16 possible excitations. Moreover to each cut we also associate the filling fraction
obtained by integrating the quasi-momenta around the square root cut. As before, the indices run over (15) and we should chose the plus sign for i =1,2 and the minus sign for the remaining excitations with i =1,2. Let us explain why we chose to integrate the quasi-momenta p(x) around the cut with the seemingly mysterious 1 − 1/x 2 weight. In terms of the Zhukovsky variable z = x + 1/x equation (17) this expression takes the standard form (3). It was pointed out in [15, 4] and shown in [16] that these filling fractions are indeed the action variables of the theory. Indeed, from the AdS/CFT correspondence these filling fractions are expected to be integers since they correspond to an integer number of Bethe roots on the SYM side [7, 17] . Indeed, the likely existence of the Bethe ansatz description [5, 6] of the AdS 5 × S 5 superstring also implies this pole structure of the exact quasi-momentum in a semi-classical limit. Moreover, in [9] , where the S 5 subsector was studied it was clear that the quasi-momenta p(z) coming from the quantum Bethe ansatz equations appears in the usual form, with unit residue for each pole, for the Zhukovsky variable z. Thus (17) is the good starting point for the string quasi-classical quantization.
From (6) , (12) it follows that
which translates into the inversion symmetrỹ
for the quasi-momenta 6 . The singularities of the connection at x = ±1 result in simple poles for the quasi-momenta. These singularities come from the current J (2) in (12) . This current is supertraceless because it belongs to psu(2, 2|4) and so is its square due to the Virasoro constraints following from the variation of the action with respect to the worldsheet metric. Together with the inversion symmetry this forces the various residues to organize as follows
Thus we see that the residues at these points are synchronized and must be the same for the S 5 and the AdS 5 quasi-momentap i andp i . This is the crucial role of the Virasoro constraints which will be of utmost importance in the remaining of the article. Finally, for large x, one has
where k, defined bellow (9) , is the Noether current associated with the left global symmetry. Thus, from the behavior at infinity we can read the conserved global charges
The finite gap method allow us to build, at least implicitly, classical solutions of the nonlinear equations of motion from the analytical properties of the quasi-momenta 8 . As we shall see in the next section, the algebraic curve can also be turned into a powerful tool to study the quantum spectrum, i.e. the energy level spacing, for energies close to that of a given classical string solution. 6 Note that forp there is no 2πm imposed by requiring absence of time windings [18, 4] . 7 These are the bosonic charges, the ones which are present for a classical solution. Latter we shall consider all kind of fluctuations, including the fermionic ones. Then we shall slightly generalize this expression to (28) . 8 For the inverse problem of recovering the solutions from the algebraic curve see the monographs [19, 20] for the general formalism and [16] where this is carried over in the context of string theory for the classical bosonic string in S 3 × R ⊂ AdS 5 × S 5 described by the KMMZ algebraic curve [7] .
Circular string solutions
In this section we will write down an important class of rigid circular strings studied in [12] . As we explain below that are particularly simple from the algebraic curve point of view and will therefore provide us an excellent playground to check our method for some simple choice of parameters. In terms of the AdS 5 and S 5 embedding coordinates, we can represent this general class of strings solutions with global charges E = √ λ E,
where the equations of motion, Virasoro constraints and (11) impose
As explained in Appendix A, for this family of solutions the representative g can be written as
where ϕ σ,τ are linear combinations of Cartan generators and g 0 is a constant matrix. Then we see that the current
and therefore also the flat connection A(x) in (12), are constant matrices! Then the computation of the path order exponential (13) is trivial and the quasi-momenta p(x) are simply obtained from the eigenvalues of
A(x). For a detailed account see Appendix A.
Frequencies from the algebraic curve
In this section we will consider the quasi-classical quantization of the AdS 5 × S 5 superstring in the language of the algebraic curve. As an example we will find the low lying energy spectrum for the excitations around some simple classical string solutions.
As we have already mentioned in the introduction and in section 2.2 the exact quasi-momenta is made out of a large collection of poles. From (17) we infer the residue of each pole, with
These poles may then condense into square root cuts forming a classical Riemann surface like in fig. 2 . The filling fraction and mode number of the cuts are in strict analogy with the amplitude and mode number of a fourier mode in the usual flat space string. Then, to consider the quantum fluctuations around this classical solution, amounts to adding small cuts, i.e. poles, to this curve. The key ingredient allowing us to do so is the knowledge of the residue (23) Let us give a bit more of flavor to the discussion above. As we mentioned in the introduction, the equations describing the eight sheet quasi-momenta can be discretized [5] yielding a set of Bethe ansatz equations for the roots x i making up the cuts. The resulting equations resemble (4) with an extra 2πn i in the left hand side
This means that we can think of x i as being the position of a particle interacting with many other particles via a two-dimensional Coulomb interaction, placed in an external potential 9 and feeling an external force 2πn i . What we are doing is, then, first considering a large number of particles which will condense in some disjoint supports, the cuts, with each cut being made out of particles with the same mode number n i . Then we add an extra particle with some other mode number n. At the leading order, two things happen. The particle will seek its equilibrium point in this background and will backreact, shifting this background slightly by its presence [8] . The (AdS global time) energy E of the new configuration is then shifted. When adding N particles we get precisely the quantum steps in the spectrum, i.e. (5) .
Technically the computations can be divided into two main steps. In what follows we will use the notation (16) intensively. We must solve (14) for all cuts of the Riemann surface where we now have p(x) → p(x) + δp(x) where p(x) is the quasi-momenta associated with the classical solution.
• When applied to the microscopic cut, i.e. pole, equation (14) gives us, to leading order, the position x ij n of the pole,
where i < j are taking values1,2,3,4,1,2,3,4 and indicate which two sheets share the pole. We refer to domain |x| > 1 as physical domain. The interior of the unit circle is just the mirror image of the physical domain, as we saw in the previous section (18).
• Then, to find δp, and in particular the energy shift δE, we must solve the same equations but now in the macroscopic cuts
This linear problem is to be supplemented with the known analytical properties of δp(x) namely the asymptotic behavior presented below and the simple pole singularities with residues (23) . In this way we are computing the backreaction described above.
Before proceeding it is useful to introduce some simple notation. We shall consider N ij n excitations with mode number n between sheet p i and p j such that
is the total number of poles connecting these two sheets. Moreover, each excitation has their own quantum numbers according to the global symmetry. The S 5 , AdS 5 and fermionic excitations can then be identified as the several possible choices of sheets to be connected, see figs 3 and 4, (1,3) , (1, 4) , (2, 3) , (2, 4) The 16 physical degrees of freedom of the superstring are precisely these 16 elementary excitations, also called momentum carrying excitations [4, 17] .
When adding extra poles to the classical solutions its energy will be shifted by
where we isolated the anomalous part δ∆ of the energy shift from the trivial bare part. Then, it is convenient to recast (20) , for the excitations, as
These filling fractions N n ij are not independent. Any algebraic curve must obey the Riemann bilinear identity (see eqs. 3.38 and 3.44 in [4] ). Since this was already the case for the classical solution around which we are expanding, the new filling fractions are constrained by
which is nothing but the string level matching condition in the algebraic curve language. It is also important to note that sign of the residues can be summarized by the following formula
with k = 1, 2, 3, 4 and i < j taking values1,2,3,4,1,2,3,4, as summarized in figs.3 and 4.
In the following sections we shall analyze the quantum fluctuations around some simple classical solutions belonging to the family of rigid circular strings (21) . We will do it in three main steps. First we compute the quasi-momenta 10 associated to each classical solution as explained in section 3 and in greater detail in Appendix A. Then we shall consider the fluctuations around the classical solution which appear as new poles in the quasi-momenta. As explained above, we start by finding the position of these new roots using (24) and then we shall compute the perturbation δp of the quasi-momenta by using, again, the analytical properties described in section 2.2 plus the knowledge of the poles' positions found in the second step. We can already notice that, using this procedure, one relies uniquely on considerations of analyticity and needs not introduce any particular parametrization of the group element g(σ, τ ) for the fluctuations around the classical solution, contrary to what is usually done in this type of analysis [10, 11, 12, 13] . It is also nice to see that the fermionic and bosonic frequencies appear, in our approach, on a completely equal footing, both corresponding to simple poles which differ only by the sheets they unite -see figs.3 and 4. Finally, in principle, we can apply our method to any classical solution whereas the same generalization seems to be highly non-trivial to do directly in the action since we no longer have a simple field redefinition to make it time and space independent as was the case in [11, 13] .
The BMN string
We shall consider the simplest possible solution amongst the family of circular strings presented in section 3, the rotating point like BMN string [21] moving around a big circle of S 5 . For this solution all spins except for J 1 = J are set to zero. Then we have m 1 = 0 , w 1 = J , E = κ = J . For this solution the connection A(x) presented in Appendix A is not only constant but also diagonal so we immediately find
We see that this is indeed the simplest 8 sheet algebraic curve we could have built -it has neither poles nor cuts connecting its sheets other than the trivial ones at x = ±1 (19). We shall now study the quantum fluctuations around this solution. For the sake of clarity we shall not write explicitly many of the quantities computed in the intermediate steps -they can be found in Appendix B.
To consider the 16 types of physical excitations we add all types of poles on the fig 3 and 4 . From (24) we find that the poles in the physical domain with |x| > 1, for this simple case, are all located at the same position
Now we must find the quasi-momenta p(x) + δp(x)
• with poles located at (32) with residues (30) connecting the several sheets,
• obeying the x → 1/x symmetry property (18),
• with residues ±1 grouped as in (19),
• with large x behavior given by (28) .
From the requirements listed above one can easily write the expression for the quasi-momenta. For example
whereâ,b and δα ± , δβ ± are constants to be fixed and the last terms ensure the right poles in physical domain for δp 1,4 (x) = −δp 2,3 (1/x). Similar expressions can be immediately written down for δp 2,3 with the introduction of two new constantsã andb.
At this point we are left with the problem of fixing the eight constantŝ
This is precisely the number of conditions one obtains by imposing the 1/x behavior at large x for the quasi-momenta (28) . The asymptotic ofp 2 ,p 3 ,p 2 ,p 3 fix the first four constants while the remaining four equations, solvable only if the level matching condition (29) is satisfied, fix the remaining coefficients and yield
where we indeed recognize the famous BMN frequencies [21] in the anomalous part of the energy shift.
4.2 The circular string in S 3 , the 1 cut su(2) solution
The next less trivial example is the simple su(2) rigid circular string [10] . Still it is simple enough so that all results are explicit. This solution is obtained from the family of circular strings in section 3 by setting
with all other spins set to zero. For this solution
The quasi-momenta can be computed as explained in Appendix A. The AdS 5 quasi-momenta are obtained as for the BMN stringp
while for the S 5 componentsp i we find that this solution corresponds to 1 cut betweenp 2 and p 3 with mode number k = −2m, given by [7]    p
(37)
where we assume that m > 0 and branch cut goes to the left of x = −1 so that
In the rest of this section we will compute the quantum spectrum of the low lying excitations around this solution. For simplicity we will consider the AdS 5 , S 5 and fermionic fluctuations independently assuming the level matching condition (29) to be satisfied for each of the sectors separately. The result we give, however, is valid under the softer constraint (29) for all sectors, as one can easily check.
Method of computation
Suppose we want to compute the variation of the quasi-momenta δp(x) when a small pole is added to some general finite gap solution with some square root cuts. Since the branch points will be slightly displaced we conclude that δp(x) behaves like
We are dealing with a 1-cut finite gap solution. Then, for δp 2 , we can assume the most general analytical function with one branch cut, namely f (x) + g(x)/K(x) where f and g are some rational functions and K(x) was defined in (37). To obtain δp 3 it suffices to notice that (25) is simply telling us that δp 3 is the analytical continuation of δp 2 trough the cut. The remaining quasi-momentum δp 1,4 can then be obtained from this ones by the inversion symmetry (18) . We conclude that
The only singularity of δp 2 apart from the branch cut are eventual simple poles at ±1 and x n and so the same must be true for f (x) and g(x). Then, just like in the previous example, these functions are uniquely fixed by the large x asymptotics (28) and by the residues at x n (30) of the quasi-momenta.
Finally, since the AdS 5 part of the quasi-momenta of the non-perturbed finite gap solution has no branch cuts their variations δp i have the same form (33),(34) as for simplest BMN string.
The AdS 5 excitations
This part is the simplest. The excitations live in the empty AdS 5 sheets where the only impact of the S 5 classical solution comes through the Virasoro constraints, by the residues at ±1 (19). Thus thep are nonperturbed and δp i are the same as in BMN case (33,34) with only AdS 5 filling fractions N's being nonzero. Indeed, comparing (31) and (36) we see that we can completely recycle the previous computation provided we replace J by κ in the expression (32) for the pole's position. This leads immediately to
The S 5 excitations
We must now analyze the shift in quasi-momenta due to the excitation of the algebraic curve by the four type of poles (13, 24, 23, 14) . Since the AdS quasi-momenta are trivial, with no cuts, we obtain for δp the same kind of expression we had for the BMN string (31), that is
where the constant factor was fixed by the asymptotics (28)
Due to the Virasoro constraints the poles at ±1 in the AdS 5 and S 5 sectors are synchronized (19) so that we merely need to compute f (x) and g(x) from the large x asymptotics (28) and the residue condition (30) and extract, from these two functions, the residues at ±1. This is done in Appendix C.1. Let us just provide a glimpse of reasoning involved. Since the difference
must have a single pole at x13 n with residue α(x13 n ) whereas the sum
must be analytical, we can, in this way, read the residues of both f and g at this point. This kind reasoning should be carried over for all the other excitations and for the points x = ±1 and leads to the ansatz (55,56) where the only 3 constants left to be found can be fixed by the large x asymptotics of the quasi-momenta.
One can then read of the energy shift from the large x asymptotics of the quasi-momenta
in terms of the positions of the roots obtained from the original algebraic curve through (24).
Fermionic excitations
We have 8 fermionic excitations but sincep 1 =p 2 = −p 3 = −p 4 andp 1,2 = −p 4,3 we will get the same result for the (13,23,32,42) poles and possibly another result for the (14,24,31,41) excitations. We can repeat the same kind of calculations we did for the S 5 excitations to fix completely the quasi-momenta -see Appendix C.2. Then, from the asymptotics (28) we get
4.3 The circular string in AdS 3 , the 1 cut sl(2) solution
In section 4.2 we analyzed in detail a simple su(2) solution with a particular mode number k = −2m. In Appendix D we repeat the analysis for the general sl(2) circular string [12, 13] which also corresponds to a 1-cut algebraic curve but this time with an arbitrary mode number k for the cut [18] . This solution is again contained in the family of circular strings written in section 3. It corresponds to two non zero spins
with mode numbers m 1 = m, k 1 = k constrained by the level matching condition Sk + J m = 0 and frequencies w 1 = J and w 1 = w fixed by
For this solution κ = √ w 2 − k 2 and the energy can be found from
In Appendix D we present the quasi-momenta associated to this classical solution and compute the fluctuation frequencies as we did for the su(2) string. These results, together with the ones for the su(2) circular string, are summarized and discussed in the following sections.
5 Results, interpretation and 1-loop shift
Results
In this section we list all our results and introduce the notation usually used in the literature. In the next section we shall analyze them, compare them and draw some conclusions.
Simple su(2) circular string
In section 4.2 we found the level spacings around the simple su(2) circular solution, that is the fluctuation frequencies of the effective quadratic Lagrangian obtained by expanding the MetsaevTseytlin action (8) around this classical solution. In [11] this computation was performed having in mind the stability analysis and computation of the one loop shift. The various frequencies and corresponding degeneracies and origin can be summarized in table 1 11 . Using the notation introduced in this table we can replace the explicit expressions for the position of the roots found from (24) and recast our results (39,41,42) as
We notice the appearance of constant shifts and relabeling of the frequencies when compared to those in table 1. We shall discuss this point below. 
General sl(2) circular string
The same analysis can be carried over for the sl(2) circular string. In [12, 13] this frequencies were computed and the result can be summarized in table 2 12 Table 2 : General sl(2) frequencies eigenmodes notation
In the notation of the above table, the results (68),(65),(61)(60) derived in Appendix D can be put together as
Explanation of shifts
Let us first look at the su(2) result (44) and pick one if the frequencies, say the first one
We find two kinds of shifts relatively to the frequencies listed in the table 1, namely the constant shift J and the shift in the fourier mode n → n + m. The same shifts we observe for the sl(2) frequencies. Let us understand the origin of this shifts. For that purpose consider a system of two harmonic oscillators,
and suppose that, instead of quantizing this system, we chose to quantize the system obtained by rotating x 1 , x 2 with angular velocity J , i.e. we move to the y frame
Then, we obtain 13
where L z is the usual angular momentum, so that
Thus for the radially symmetric wave function, for which n 1 = n 2 (and in particular for the ground state energy), the constant shifts cancel and we obtain the same energies as for the first system. That, in general, the two results are different is obvious since the energy depends on the observer. The constant shifts mentioned above have exactly this origin. In fact, when expanding the Metsaev-Tseytlin string action around the classical su(2) circular string one obtains an effective time and space dependent Lagrangian whose σ, τ dependence can be killed by a change of frame δX = R(σ, τ )δY where δX are the (bosonic) components of the fluctuations and R is a time and space dependent rotation matrix -see for instance expression (2.14) in [11] 14 . The same kind of field redefinitions are also present for the fermion fields. The time dependence of the rotation matrix gives the constant shifts as in the simple example we just considered while the space dependence in this change of frame is responsible for the relabeling of the mode numbers.
To make contact with the algebraic curve let us return to the frequency (46) we picked as illustration. It corresponds to a pole from sheetp 1 top 3 (or fromp 2 top 4 ) whose position is fixed by (24) . The result in the rotated frame, ω S n , would correspond to a pole with mode number n + m whose position is given bỹ
When plugging the actual expressions (37) forp 1 andp 3 in this equation we see that the 2πm disappears and the equation looks simpler than (24) . However, for several cut solutions there is no such obvious choice of mode numbers (or field redefinition which kills the time dependence in the Lagrangian). 13 In the y frame the Lagrangian takes the form 2L y =ẏ 
1-loop shift and prescription for labeling fluctuation frequencies
To compute the 1-loop shift to the classical energy of a given solution, according to [23] , one has to sum over all energies of the modes in the expansion around the classical configuration
However, the right hand side is hard to define rigorously. For n → ±∞ each frequency behaves like Ω
, and thus the sum is sensible to the labeling of the frequencies. The seemingly innocent redefinition
with integer shifts constrained by i k i − l i = 0 to ensure the convergence of the sum, does change the result
In appendix E we discuss in greater detail the effect of these shifts. One way to compute the frequencies is to expand the Metsaev-Tseytlin action around some classical solution. Generically, the resulting quadratic Lagrangian is time and space dependent. To eliminate this dependence, when possible, a field redefinition is performed. However, there are several ways to do the field redefinition to get a time and space independent action. Different choices will give different sets of frequencies related by transformations like (47) and will therefore lead to different results. In appendix E we analyze this kind of dangers by focusing on two explicit examples. Thus we need a solid prescription for the labeling of the frequencies.
Suppose we were semi-classically quantizing around some classical string solution in flat space. Then we would expect to find some fluctuation frequencies, the zero modes, corresponding to an overall translation of the string solution and which should, therefore, carry no energy at all. Then the usual prescription is to take Ω i,0 = 0.
The zero modes should also exist for a string in the AdS 5 × S 5 space with a large amount of isometries. Indeed, let us take our results and denote the contribution at n = 0 in (44) . Then we find that they are equal and given by
In other words, the contribution to the anomalous part δ∆ of zero modes for our labeling is zero! Thus the prescription we used seems to be the precise analogue of the flat space fourier modes prescription.
Moreover, by construction, we have a good BMN limit. That is, when in the limit of very small cuts with m → 0 we recover the result (35) without any unusual shifts 15 .
Then, from (44) and (45), we can write the 1-loop shifts for the 1-cut circular solutions
General su(2) results
Another interesting solution contained in the family of circular solutions described in section 3 is the generalization of the simple su(2) solution to the case of two non-equal spins J 1,2 with two different mode numbers m 1,2 . The fluctuation frequencies associated with this solution can be listed in table 3 [12] 17 Table 3 : General su(2) frequencies eigenmodes notation
Now, armed with our prescription, we can write the one loop shift unambiguously. Imposing
• Good BMN limit (35) for vanishing filling fractions,
• Proper zero mode behavior with n = 0 frequencies having trivial anomalous, part (49).
• For m 1 = −m 2 = m we should retrieve the simple su(2) result (44),
we get (for m 1 + m 2 ≤ 0)
Conclusions
We explained how to compute the quantum fluctuations around any classical superstring motion in AdS 5 × S 5 . These excitations include the fermionic, AdS 5 and S 5 modes. We showed that each mode correspond to adding a pole to a specific pair of sheets i, j of the algebraic curve. The position of the pole is determined from the equation
and thus provides one with an unambiguous labeling for the frequencies. In particular we observe the nice feature that for n = 0 this equation prescribes the pole at infinity, that is we find the expected zero modes associated with global transformations under the isometries of the target superspace.
Technically we computed the change in quasi-momenta due to the addition of these new poles and read, from the large x asymptotics, the global charge corresponding to the AdS Energy, that is the frequencies. However, since we computed explicitly the perturbed quasi-momenta we have obtained not only the energy shift but actually all conserved charges! Finally our method gives a new insight into the 1-loop shift analysis. Having at hand a simple and universal framework to compute fluctuation frequencies, we can now prove general statements about the 1-loop shift of any classical string solution [24] . Let us ignore for a moment the fact that, for a generic choice of mode numbers m i , k j , these matrices are not always periodic. Then, to describe the circular solutions we can use, as representative g ∈ P SU(2, 2|4), the block diagonal matrix
which indeed leads to (21) under the map (10).
What is particular about this solution is that, as follows trivially from the form of the matrices R and Q, the current J = −g −1 dg , and therefore also the flat connection A(x) in (12), are constant matrices! Then the computation of (13) is trivial and the quasi-momenta p(x) are simply obtained from the eigenvalues of 2π i
A(x). Before going on let us comment on the subtle point ignored above -the periodicity of the rotation matrices R (and Q). For some integers m i we see that this matrix could become antiperiodic. This means that in principle we should use another representative, R periodic , for which we should still have (10) but which should be periodic. However, if both R and R periodic obey these equations this means that they are related by an anti-periodic SP (4) gauge transformation. This means that for the purpose of computing the quasi-momenta p(x) we can indeed always use the element (50) provided we keep in mind that if R is antiperiodic we can recover the real quasi-momenta through The same kind of statement hold for the AdS element Q. The computation of the quasi-momenta is then straightforward. The S 5 componentsp i are given in terms of the eigenvalues 18 of the symmetric matrix
while the AdS quasi-momentap i are the eigenvalues of
For the simple su(2) or sl(2) solutions we have, amongst other conditions, θ = ψ = 0 which simplifies the computation drastically.
Appendix B: BMN string, details
This appendix serves as a complement to section 4.1. The quasi-momenta with the correct poles located at (32) and residues given by (30) is given by
To each eigenvalues we might need to add a multiple of π in such a way that its asymptotics become those prescribed in section 2.2. If R is periodic this multiple should contain an even number of π's whereas if it is anti-periodic, we should add πn with n odd to each quasi-momenta -see discussion in the text.
where the last term guaranties that δp 1,4 (x) = −δp 2,3 (1/x) have the right poles with the appropriate residues in the physical domain. Analogously
and δp 1,4 (x) = −δp 2,3 (1/x). From the large x behavior of these quasi-momenta one obtainŝ
the level matching condition (29) and
Appendix C: SU (2) circular string, details
In this appendix we present the details of the calculations from section 4.2 of the fluctuation frequencies around the 1-cut SU(2) solution.
C.1 S 5 modes
We start from the ansatz (38). We have four types of poles (13, 24, 23, 14) . Thus
must have simple poles at x24 n , x13 n with residues α(x24 n ) respectively (see fig.3 or (30)). The same holds for
Moreover, since the residues of δp i are connected to the AdS quasi-momenta (19) and these are given by (40) we conclude that f (x) should be regular at x = ±1. Thus we obtain
Then
must have simple poles at x24 n , x13 n and x23 n with residues − 1 2
α(x24 n ) and −α(x23 n ) respectively while
must have simple poles at x24 n , x13 n and x14 n with residues 1 2 α(x13 n ), 1 2 α(x24 n ) and α(x14 n ) respectively. Contrary to f (x), this function may have poles at ±1 so we arrive at
Finally the remaining constants are fixed by the large x asymptotic (28) to be
Then, from the residue at x = 1 we read δE =
C.2 Fermionic modes
Arguments similar to the ones in the previous section lead to
The AdS 5 part of the quasi-momenta is given by
and δp 1,4 (x) = −δp 2,3 (1/x). The constant ∆ can be found from fixing the residues at ±1 for δp i and δp i to be equal (19) and is given in the main text (42).
In the rest of this appendix we will excite this solution by adding poles to quasi-momenta as we did for the su(2) solution. In this way we shall find the energy shifts around this classical solution. Moreover, as for the su(2) string, we shall consider the AdS 5 , S 5 and fermions separately, assuming for simplicity the Riemann identity (29) to be satisfied for each of the sectors separately -the result, as before, holds if we relax this stronger assumption.
D.1 The AdS 5 excitations
For these excitations the S 5 quasi-momenta remains untouched because its asymptotics do not change and it is still only allowed to have simple poles at ±1. Due to the Virasoro coupling of these quasi-momenta to the AdS 5 ones through the poles at ±1 (19), we see that δp i must have no poles at these points. The only poles of these quasi-momenta should be located at xˆiĵ n with residues given by (30) -see fig.3 . Finally, as explained in section 4.2.1, the perturbed quasi-momenta should have inverse square behavior close to the branch points of the classical solution.
Thus, from the same kind of reasoning we saw in the previous section for the su(2) circular string, we find (62) for the AdS 3 excitations connecting sheets (p 2 ,p 3 ) and (p 1 ,p 4 ) and (63) for the remaining AdS 5 excitations uniting (p 1 ,p 3 ) and (p 2 ,p 4 ). From the large x behavior (28) of these quasi-momenta we read the energy shifts
and
where, as for the su(2) string, we denote the square root in the classical solution (58) by K(x).
D.1.1 AdS 3 excitations -details
In strict analogy to what we have already seen in for SU(2) solution, the two (left and right) physical excitations inside the SL(2) sector described by the AdS 3 σ−model, are given by the poles, connecting the pairs of sheets (p 2 ,p 3 ) and (p 1 ,p 4 ). The number of such poles we denote N23 and N14 respectively. As explained above, the AdS 5 excitations shifts ofp's have no poles at ±1 and must present an inverse square root behavior close to the branch points of the classical solution. Thus we can write
and the position of the roots is given by (24) . Fixing the residues at x23 n and x14 n according to (30) we have
The large x asymptotic (28) is consistent if Riemann bilinear identity (29) is satisfied n N23 n + N14 n n = 0 and then the energy shift is given by (60).
D.1.2 The remaining AdS 5 excitations -details
These correspond to simple poles connecting (p 1 ,p 3 ) and (p 2 ,p 4 ) for which
Then δp 3 , just as we saw for the su(2) solution, is the analytical continuation of δp 2 through the cut. In simpler terms, it corresponds to a simple change of sign of K(x) in the above expression. 
Hence, with the level matching condition n N13 n + N24 n n = 0 , we find, from the large x behavior, the energy shift (61).
D.2 The S 5 excitations
The S 5 quasi-momentum (57) has no branch cuts and thus δp i will be of the same form as we found for the BMN string except that the position of the roots, found from (24) is now given bỹ
instead of (32). The explicit expressions for δp i are given in (66). This perturbation shifts the residues at ±1 from π (J ∓ m)
to some other values which we parameterize by
The precise expressions for these shifts can be found in (66,67). But then, since the AdS 5 quasimomenta only knows about the S 5 sector though the residues at these points, the perturbed quasi-momentap i + δp i will be given by the same expression (58) with the trivial replacement
The same is true for the energy, given in (59) so that -see Appendix D.2 for details -we can immediately find
D.2.1 The S 5 excitations -details
As explained above the perturbed S 5 quasi-momenta are of the BMN form (53,54)
wherex n is given by (64). Then, in the notation introduced above, the shift in the x = ±1 residues is given by
while δm eff is given by J δm eff + δJ eff m = 1 √ λ n N13 n + N14 n + N23 n + N24 n n = 0 (67) due to the Riemann condition. Then, from (59,43), we have δE = w 3 − kmJ w 2 κ δw = w(k 2 + m 2 + J 2 ) − 3kmJ w 2 κ δw where, using (43,67), we have
so that δE will be given by (65)
D.3 Fermionic excitations
The fermionic excitations can be treated as for the su(2) string. As before we expect at most two different answers for the energy shifts -one coming from the poles uniting the (13, 14, 41, 42) sheets another result for the (23, 24, 31, 32) . From the expressions in Appendix C.3 we find δ∆ = n N13 n + N14 n + N41 n + N42 n δ∆ (1) n + n N23 n + N24 n + N31 n + N32 n δ∆ (2) n , with the position of the fermionic poles being given by (24) , in terms of the algebraic curve for the classical solution.
D.3.1 Fermionic excitations -details
The S 5 part of the quasi-momenta is given bỹ
λ(x 2 − 1) n N14 n + N24 n xx31 n − 1 − x N13 n + N23 n x − x31 n whereas the AdS 5 part is more complicated. Parameterizing δp as we did for the su(2) string in (38), we have f (x) = x x 2 − 1 n x N23 n + N24 n − N31 n − N32 n x − x23 n + N23 n + N24 n − N31 n − N32 n xx23 n − 1 g(x) = x x 2 − 1 n xK(x23 n ) x − x23 n + a n x + b n (N23 n + N24 n + N31 n + N32 n ) − xx13 n K(1/x13 n ) xx13 n − 1 +ā n x +b n N13 n + N14 n + N41 n + N42 n where the remain constants are given by a n = C (C 2 − 1)(k − 2n)x23 n + 2Cm − 2J (C 2 − 1)(Cx23 n + 1)k a n = C (C 2 − 1)k − 2(m + n) + 2C(Cn + J ) (C 2 − 1)(C + x13 n )k b n = C (C 2 − 1)k − 2C 2 (m + n) + 2(n + CJ ) (C 2 − 1)(C + x23 n )k b n = −C (C 2 − 1)(k + 2n)x13 n + 2Cm − 2C 2 J (C 2 − 1)(C + x13 n )k Then the energy shifts can be read from the large x asymptotics and are given in (68).
Appendix E: Ambiguities due to shifts
To compute the 1-loop shift one must sum all frequencies. This sum, however, is sensitive to the way the frequencies are labeled. Let us demonstrate this on a simple example. Consider the sum 1 2 ∞ n=−∞ (2ω n − ω n+m − ω n−m ) with ω n = ω −n and assume that for large mode number, ω n ≃ |n| + . . . . Naively this sum is zero if m is integer, since all terms cancels among each other if we allow renumbering of the terms.
However a more careful analysis shows that this is not the case 
This solution can be smoothly deformed to general SU(2) solution for which J 3 → 0 while preserving all constraints (11) . In this limit we find (ω) is the one appearing in table 3 and gives us the usual SU(2) modes whereas the remaining equations yields the frequencies (n + m 3 ) 2 + ν 2 + w 3 , (n − m 3 ) 2 + ν 2 − w 3 instead of the two √ n 2 + ν 2 we read from table 3. From the above explanation this ambiguity converts into an extra contribution of m 2 3 /κ to the 1-loop shift. Moreover, we also found contradictory results in the literature. For the simple SU(2) solution, in [11, 25, 26 ] the sum over fermionic frequencies ω F n is taken over the integers for even m and over Z + 1/2 for odd m while in [27, 28] the sum always goes over the integers. We found that the fermions will indeed be summed over integer n's. The same kind of mismatch appears for the sl(2) circular string. For example, in [29, 30, 28, 13] the fermionic frequencies ω F n are summed with n integer whereas we found ω F n+m/2−k/2 and ω F −n−m/2−k/2 that is, the frequencies have half-integer arguments if m + k is odd -see (45). In view of this discrepancies we also repeated the calculation for the frequencies directly from the expansion of the string action using a coset representative parameterized as in [14] . We also found the same kind of field redefinitions which are trivially related to the R and Q matrices written in section 3. For the simple SU (2) solution the field redefinitions always leave the fermions periodic whereas for the sl(2) string they are periodic (anti-periodic) for m + k even (odd) in agreement with the calculation presented in this paper. Shifts changing integers into half-integers are no longer are related by the simple expressions of the form m 2 /κ like in the previous example. However, the sum over fermions can be replaced integral with exponential precision and therefore this shifts may end up being not so harmful.
